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EVOLVING PATTERNS OF HEALTH CARE
YALE-NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL AHNUAL REPORT 1971
The Yale-New Haven Hospital has served as the teaching hospital for the Yale University
School of Medicine since the Hospital was incorporated in 1826.
In 1945, the New Haven Hospital and the Grace Hospital merged to form the Grace-
New Haven Hospital, and, in 1965, a strengthened affiliation between the Hospital and
Yale University led to its name being changed to Yale-New Haven Hospital.
The clinical facilities of the Hospital located in two Units, the New Haven Unit and
the Memorial Unit, combined with the classrooms, laboratories and research areas
of the Yale University School of Medicine, comprise the Yale-New Haven Medical
Center. This complex of buildings, including the Connecticut Mental Health Center ,
occupy approximately three city blocks in the center of New Haven, Connecticut.
Number of adult and pediatric hospital beds: 762
Number of bassinets: 101
Number of outpatient clinics: 75
Approximate number of Hospital employees: 3,000
The winds of change are blowing away the cobwebs that cling to established
practices of business as usual in all fields of endeavor in American society today.
As president of a board of directors of a voluntary, non-profit community
hospital - that is also the primary teaching hospital for one of the nation's fore
most schools of medicine — I feel privileged to be a witness to, and sometimes a
participant in, the dynamics of events that are helping to shape the future of the
delivery of quality health care.
One element of change is the emergence of prepaid comprehensive forms of group
practice that may provide an answer to better utilization of health manpower and
extend personalized service to those we are committed to serve.
Yale-New Haven Hospital happens to be virtually unique in its opportunity to be
a catalyst because of a set of circumstances that prevail in this community at this
time.
Three health care plans have been organized in New Haven in the past few years.
One new concept is being developed within the Hospital.
The oldest - the Hill Health Center - has since 1 968 been serving the residents of
a distinctly defined geographical area of our city.
A health care service program instituted by Yale University and a union sponsored
plan have been operational since July and October, respectively.
The Hospital-based project is directed to helping solve the problem of providing
effective, on-going care for those who look to the hospital to serve as their doctor's
office, until such time as other patterns of care are available to them.
Yale-New Haven Hospital, in each instance, will provide back-up and specialty
services to the extent appropriate.
This 1971 annual report presents a discussion of these plans by representatives of




THE HILL HEALTH CENTER is an inner-city health
facility which was organized, originally, to serve the
8,000 children of indigent and low-income families liv
ing in the "Hill" section of New Haven, but which has
since expanded to include health services for adults
of the area as well.
Plans for creating the Hill Health Center were initiated
in 1966 by the Yale School of Medicine and its Depart
ment of Pediatrics through which funds were received
from Federally financed Children and Youth programs.
Participation by many inner-city groups, local govern
ing boards, health agencies and the Yale School of
Medicine ultimately led to the lease of a building at
428 Columbus Avenue. Its 20,000 sq. ft. interior was
converted into a clinical facility to which residents of
a clearly defined neighborhood go for urgent, pre
ventive and continuing family health care attention,
including dental and psychiatric care.
Adult health services are now funded by a recent Fed
eral grant (314e) which is received directly by the Hill
Health Corporation.
The medical staff of the Hill Health Center includes,
along with associated health personnel, six full-time
physicians, five part-time physicians, and 20 consul
tants. All physicians are members of the Yale-New
Haven Hospital medical staff, and those who are con
sultants are available to see patients by appointment,
either at the Hill Health Center or at Yale-New Haven
Hospital.
THE COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE CENTER PLAN,
INC., provides a broad range of prepaid medical service
to subscribers through the enrollment of employed per
sons in the Greater New Haven area. It began service
in October of 1971. Ultimately it is expected to cover
approximately 30,000 enrollees representing a cross-
section of the community and including indigent or
medically indigent persons.
This non-profit corporation came into being as the re
sult of coordinated effort by New Haven labor unions,
social agencies, and the Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health at Yale. It was made possible by a
special act of the Connecticut General Assembly in
1967 and received Federal support for its initial plan
ning and organization. Funds borrowed from banks
and insurance companies made it possible for the Cor
poration to construct a 2-story building in the Long
Wharf waterfront section of New Haven. A Federal
support grant has been awarded for its initial two years
of operation, following which it is expected that the
Plan will be self-supporting, including payments to off
set interest and the mortgage amortization of the build
ing.
The Community Health Care Center provides treatment,
diagnostic and minor surgical facilities. It employs, in
addition to other health care personnel, a staff of six
full-time and 18 part-time physicians who are also mem
bers of the Yale-New Haven Hospital medical staff.
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THE YALE HEALTH PLAN offers comprehensive
health care to members of the Yale community — stu
dents, faculty, employees and their dependents — on
a voluntary prepayment basis. The Plan is the result
of a decision made in 1966 by the Yale Corporation
to revamp its Department of University Health to pro
vide more comprehensive care and to replace obsolete
facilities.
The Yale Health Center which opened on July 1 , 1971
is located at 17 Hillhouse Avenue at the northern end
of the University campus.
The glass and granite building provides an urgent care
suite, laboratories, x-ray suite, consultation and treat
ment rooms on the first three floors. The two upper
floors of the 5-story building contain short-term inpa
tient beds for patients who require bed care but not
the services of an acute general hospital.
The Yale Health Center is staffed by ten full-time and
37 part-time physicians and ancillary personnel. The
physicians are members of the faculty of the Yale
School of Medicine and the Hospital's medical staff.
It is expected that enrollment eventually will reach a
level of 30,000 persons. The Plan is financed entirely
through support from Yale University and fees from
subscribers and is one of the first university-sponsored
health plans in the country.
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THE PRIMARY CARE CENTER of Yale-New Haven
Hospital is currently in the planning stage.
The objec
tive is to create within the Hospital complex a sepa
rate, self-contained unit to which patients who
now
use the Emergency Service and general clinics as
their "primary" physician may go on a continuing
basis and be assured of seeing a physician who is fa
miliar with their problems.
Preliminary plans call for the construction of a
new
facility adjacent to the Emergency Suite entrance
off
Howard Avenue. In this building, a team of doctors,
nurses and other allied health personnel may have
their offices, examining rooms, etc., and where medi
cal care for a definite population of patients who reg
ularly use the Yale-New Haven Hospital for their on
going care, can be cared for in an organized setting.
These patients would be those for whom no organized
medical health plan exists and who now turn to the
Emergency Service and clinics for their episodic
care.
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Dr. Bishop: In the midst of a rapidly changing medi
cal scene, four innovative programs for the delivery
of health care have evolved, all of which relate direct
ly to this Hospital,
I think the question needs to be addressed as to
whether these actions have resulted from motivation
within the delivery system, or from demands placed
on the system from the outside, specifically the con
sumer, which, in this case, is the patient.
Mr. Thompson: The demand from the outside has
been articulated with increasing shrillness. The two
institutions involved here, the Hospital and the Medi
cal School, have been ready to hear these demands
and to stimulate the translation of these demands into
programs.
I think a measurement of the success of these
plans will be increased hospital costs. But at the same
time, we anticipate a significant decrease in the num
ber of patient days per thousand population.
Mr. Womer: There are those in this community, how
ever, who say it wasn't the demand by the population
to be served so much as salesmanship by Yale's Depart
ment of Epidemiology and Public Health which went
out and sold the need to groups who were later to be
subscribers of the various plans.
Dr. Levy: But the impetus seems to me to be more
broad than that. The original plan in our community
is the Yale Health Plan which is an extension of a pro
gram that has been going on for nearly 70 years.
As far as the Hill Health Center is concerned, I
think it was a question of taking advantage of opport
unities to provide better care for people who weren't
getting it.
The union plan on the other hand was more an
attempt to control the costs of medical care and so
approach the question from a different angle.
Meanwhile, the people involved in the delivery
system in the hospital clinics have become aware that
they could do a better job in a more organized way.
So I think what we are seeing in the evolution of
these plans is a combination of incentives from within
and without.
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Dr. Bishop: Doesn't this create the possibility for a
significant observation of the various experiments?
For here is the opportunity to compare eventual re
sults and to identify eventual problems.
You know, we sit here speaking as providers. We
make a decision as to what is good for the population,
and then we go ahead and develop a system which we
think meets all the needs of the group we're serving.
Mr. Paris: In raising this question of the role of the
consumer, it's true that perhaps the activity generated
here in the New Haven area has not been the direct re
sult of sharp and clear verbal articulation on the part
of the consumer, but evidence of the increase of the
demand on our Emergency Service
— which has seen
the number go from 28,000 visits a year 14 years ago
to 88,000 this past year
— is a sharply articulated need
even though it is not verbalized as such.
The initial way of satisfying a patient, however,
is to treat whatever ails him when he comes to our
door. The patient in the emergency room isn't inter
ested in merging the whole aspect of prevention, treat
ment, maintenance, or whatever. On the other hand,
we're trying to achieve a relationship that is accessible
at a time when it's convenient for the patient, rather
than at a time when it's convenient for the staff.
The people who use this institution need service
24 hours a day. It becomes our job to build a system
around that kind of need, not to change it.
Dr. Harris: I'd like to pick up on that point. Almost
half of the patients that we see at the Hill Health
Center come in on an urgent basis. This service grew
out of their frustrations in getting satisfactory primary
health care from the hospital.
I think the Hill neighborhood is ready to accept
the idea of the hospital as a community hospital and
with the health plans acting as consumer advocates.
This doesn't mean that the hospital will find a reduc
tion in the volume of patient care, but what we expect
will be a more appropriate use of the hospital services.
Mr. Thompson: We're really talking about two gen
eral concepts characteristic of group practice, which is,
after all, what health maintenance organizations really
are. The first is a combination of prevention, prepayment,
care by inter related specialists.
But we're also talking about re-creating a primary
care nexus around which most of the health needs of
the population can be met in a humane way.
Mr. Womer: As these group plans become established
and a part of our community, what do you think their
impact will be in terms of New Haven's future develop
ment with respect to health services?
Dr. Lavietes: From the standpoint of the Community
Health Care Plan, we ultimately will take care of
about 30,000 persons. These will all have had a major
change in medical care. We hope it will be for the
better. We're not sure all of these individuals will be
happy. Some of them will drop out, just as some of
the doctors will drop out. But generally speaking,
according to similar experiences in other parts of the
country, I am convinced that medical service under
this plan will be satisfactory, and that the people will
be happy with it. They will be able to budget for
medical care which they obviously could not do be
fore and I think this is quite manifest.
From the standpoint of the doctors, there is no
question but that many doctors will find they are not
able, or do not want, to work in groups. On the other
hand, I anticipate that many doctors will stay on year
after year and make a career out of this kind of prac
tice.
As far as the community in general is concerned,
I think the assurance that a large group of people will
be getting this kind of medical care will make for
greater stability.
Dr. Lee: There is the realization, also, that American
medical education has reached the point where we're
training people to be particular kinds of doctors:
cardiologists, pediatricians, obstetricians, or whatever.
As a result, we have created our own little crisis be
cause we're defining doctoring in terms of the kinds
of patients a doctor allows himself to see, as opposed
to a doctor defining himself as a person who takes
care of patients, be they obstetrical, surgical, pediatric,
or whatever.
The crisis that we're seeing now is that patients
are telling us very neatly, in terms of volume and num
ber and statistics, that they don't want us to continue
training doctors in this specialty fashion. I think group
practice is a response on our part to meet this need and
still allow doctors to practice in a specialized field.
Dr. Lavietes: I'd like to say that in the Community
Health Plan we're doing all we can to avoid fragmen
tation at all costs. In fact, we don't emphasize the
fact that our patients can have all the consultants they
want. We want our primary physician to take care of
that individual patient.
Dr. Levy: It is quite clear that the medical needs of
all people, no matter what population they come
from, are similar. The medical needs of the people
who go to the Yale Health Plan or to the Hill Health
Center or to the Community Health Program are
pretty much the same as those who seek private phy
sicians in town or even come to the hospital's clinics
or Emergency Room. Changing the building in which
doctors practice or the method by which they are paid
for their services is not going to change the need that
patients have to talk to somebody when they are
worried about their health, or the demand upon the
medical profession to supply qualified professionals
with whom that patient can talk.
Mr. Thompson: I think the major change in five
years from now is going to be within the hospital it
self. I think that the population being cared for in the
hospital is going to be much sicker. As somebody
said, the hospital is going to be one great big intensive
care unit. And this is going to require major reorgan
ization in the structure of the hospital. Just as we
are seeing groups of physicians treating patients on
the outside, it is probably true that we will be see
ing groups of physicians treating patients in the hos
pital. Being sicker, these patients will require a multi-
disciplinary approach to their illnesses.
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Dr. Rowe: The Yale Health Plan has one basic
difference from the others in that we have an infir
mary or intermediate inpatient care facility which
should make an impact on the number of patients
who are hospitalized at Yale-New Haven. We can ad
mit patients initially to our service for evaluation or
treatment, and when indicated transfer a patient from
the hospital back to our service for his recovery period.
So, we will probably be using more intensive care
services on our particular patient population than the
other plans might be.
Dr. Harris: I think one of the greatest factors affect
ing these plans five years from now will be the degree
to which our Federal government is ready and willing
and organized to support the cost of medical care,
and the degree to which any of these types of health
centers will be able to assume the costs of their own
operation. It's inconceivable, at the moment, for a
project like the Hill Health Center to carry its own
financial cost. The influences of the future will be
more a question of continued and organized support
by national health insurance plans
— whether they're
private, whether they support private plans, or
whether they're individual group plans.
Without a national scope, I'm afraid we may be
doomed to extreme regionalization with a special
type of plan for one group of people and a special
type of plan for another which I don't think would
be in the best interest. We need much greater nation
al input and co-operation among the individual types
in order to pool these resources for the best results.
Mr. Paris: When we try to take a prospective look at
the next five years, it seems to me that our future
will be affected by activity in three major areas:
First is the creation of the health service team
concept, whether it be in the local community
health center, whether it be in the hospital, or
whether it be in private groups.
Secondly, we are heading for a coordinated net
work of medical care facilities based upon a regional
complex. This is going to have tremendous effect on
the hospital in its home care and discharge planning,
on the number of acute care beds, short-term beds,
extended care beds, etc.
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The third major area is for a system of financing, either
through social insurance, through a form of taxation
on the national level, or some other, comparable method.
Mr. Womer: If the three plans we're talking about,
(leaving out for the moment the primary care program
here at the Hospital) realize their full enrollment po
tential during the next five years, they will have en
rolled around 80,000 out of the metropolitan area of
around 300,000. In other words, roughly one out of
three or four citizens in the Greater New Haven
community will be a subscriber to one of these health
plans. Do you think they are going to be healthier
or happier or even, more simply, do you think we will
see a decline in the number of emergency service
visits as a result?
Dr. Rowe: There will be a decline in the demand as it
relates to the number enrolled in the plans, and I
think patients going to the emergency service will
appear with more serious medical problems.
Dr. Lee: We will see a decline in the so-called emergency
room service problems simply because we're going to
make service available under a different kind of organiza
tion. Emergency care is a unique kind of thing as we
handle it at the present time. A person may be acute
ly affected by a sudden and serious problem. He goes
to the emergency service and is treated by a person
with whom he has, under ordinary circumstances,
never made contact with before, and probably never
will again.
The clinical situation is characterized by a person
who relates to a particular patient at that moment in
his life on a very intense one-to-one relationship. This
is basically what medicine is all about. It can be a
nurse, it can be a shaman out in the middle of the
boondocks, or it can be a high-priced specialist. The
success or failure of any of our health care centers is
going to depend upon how well, in the course of or
ganizing them and in carrying out their function,
they are able to preserve for the patient, and the phy
sician, that one-to-one relationship.
Are the patients going to be healthier? I doubt
it very much. The human beast is a very fragile crea
ture. It has strong evolutionary success, but I don't
think we're going to make it live forever. Will they be
happier? Only to the extent that we can-preserve the
individual "one-to-one" atmosphere.
Mr. Womer: We keep talking about the one out of
three or four in the Greater New Haven area who are
going to be enrolled in these health plans. What
about the ones who will not be covered by them?
Dr. Levy: We're referring to the population which
receives its medical care largely from the private prac
tice community. As we have said before, we are get
ting away from the traditional general practitioner.
Physician potential is expanding and at the same time
is being narrowed. Individual physicians can do less
for a large number of people and more for limited
numbers. I think the private practice community is
going to have to adjust to these group practice methods,
the health center idea, and determine ways in which
private practitioners will fit into the changing picture.
Mr. Thompson: I think there will be more new plans
within the next five years in this city. I understand
that a suburban community which had been exploring
the idea of sponsoring a hospital is now considering
the sponsorship of a health center instead, with a pre
paid enrollment similar to the ones we are discussing
here today.
Once the Federal legislation is passed, I think
physicians in the private practice of medicine are go
ing to realize more ways in which they can relate to
one another as groups. Considerable interest has al
ready been expressed by medical associations in the
area. I would suggest that once they start getting it
all together, we'll probably see at least three new plans
emerging which conceivably could cover 75 percent
of Greater New Haven's population.
Mr. Womer: What do you think will be the effect of
these plans on a physician's desire to locate in New
Haven to practice. Will it be positive? Negative?
Dr. Levy: I think it will depend upon the interests of
the individual physician, whether he likes working in
a group or not. It's as simple as that.
Mr. Womer: I take it none of you anticipate enroll
ment difficulties such as has been experienced by other
plans in other cities.
Mr. Thompson: If a health center is closely identified
with its neighborhood and its community, I think both
patients and doctors will grow to like it better and
people will become enrolled as they become better ac
quainted with it. The Yale Health Center, for exam
ple, is really a "neighborhood health center" in that
enrollees are in the neighborhood at least eight hours
a day and the students are there 24 hours a day.
Dr. Bishop: I think one has to define further what is
meant by the "neighborhood" concept. In my own
thinking, I do not consider it necessarily geographic.
It may be environmental, and I think that's the dif
ference between the Hill Health Center in the ghetto
and the Yale Health Plan. They are environmental
neighborhoods. I think in the ultimate evolution of
health care centers, it will be in a sense an environ
mental movement.
Mr. Paris: I would like to pursue the idea of the via
bility of an environmental group rather than a neigh
borhood group. The neighborhood group concept
may be a brittle one; neighborhoods move, neighbor
hoods shift, neighborhoods take on different com
plexions, and health centers developed along geographic
lines may be somewhat fragile, whereas the environ
mental concept may be stronger.
Mr. Thompson: It depends upon how much you in
volve the neighborhood in the operation.
Dr. Lavietes: However, if we contrast availability of
medical services with the concept of individuality in
seeing the same physician, I think studies have shown
that if you force the consumer to make a choice at
any particular time, he'll choose availability over
individuality - - not to say that it isn't wonderful to
be able to see the same physician over and over again
- - but if he's really worried and has a choice he is
likely to choose the system that provides him with a
readily available physician.
Dr. Lee: The question I would like to ask then is,
should we put people in the position of making that
choice?
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Dr. Harris: At the Hill Health Center, we have to be
able to do both. We have to be able to provide availa
bility with efficiency, and that's going to mean some
change in the concept of individuality. We have found
that consumer resistance to this organized type of
medical care is almost a myth. What we may be seeing
is more physician resistance than consumer resistance.
Mr. Thompson: Perhaps we have failed to involve the
physicians enough in the organization of practice.
Dr. Rowe: In our particular program at the Yale
Health Center, I'm seeing an interest on the part of
physicians to be involved in the development of the
program. They want to engage in new systems of med
ical care. They want their voices heard. There are
members of our medical staff, for instance, who will
ultimately move on and be involved in the develop
ment of future, and further, programs in the delivery
of medical care. I don't think it's realistic to believe
that all of them will want to remain in the Yale Health
Plan for the remainder of their lives.
Dr. Bishop: We need to explore the attitude the hos
pital should assume in the evolution of future health
plans. Should the hospital assume the responsibility
of being a stimulus in the development of additional
plans? Should it assume sponsorship, or should it
assume an advocate position in response to the needs
in the health care system?
Dr. Levy: There's a potential danger in the hospital
encouraging the development of plans through its
contractual arrangements. There might be a tendency
because of these contracts to make it seem that to be
in one group rather than another would gain advantage
for some physicians over others.
Mr. Womer: But the hospital's only contractual rela
tionship that I forsee would be for provision of back
up services. Patients in all plans would go on the
same schedule and waiting list for hospital admission
that others would go on.
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Dr. Levy: I am aware that this certainly would be
the official policy. What I'm afraid of is that opinions
would be formed, rightly or wrongly, that would re
sult in a false competition.
Dr. Lee: In the case of Yale-New Haven, we must take
into account that we are one of the few hospitals in
the country that is both a teaching hospital for a ma
jor university medical school and a community hospi
tal. As a result, we have a major responsibility for
developing ways of teaching undergraduate medical
students and postgraduate medical students and en
couraging them to look for different ways of taking
care of patients.
Thus, in terms of our educational requirements
as both a community hospital and a teaching hospital,
I think we clearly have to encourage the development
of new plans.
Dr. Rowe: In turn, however, I think the Hospital
needs to be similarly supportive of its own medical
staff — this includes nearly 1,000 full and part-time
physicians exclusive of interns and residents — whose
responsibilities go far beyond the needs of the three
or four group practice plans in this city.
Mr. Womer: I have stated before to members of our
Medical Staff that the hospital is willing to cooperate
and negotiate with any group that has or wishes to
develop a plan to meet the health care needs of any
segment of the community we serve. But there's a
difference between that passive role and saying to a
group of physicians on our Medical Staff "Why don't
you get together and organize a program?" Should
we be passive, or should we be actively pushing?
Dr. Levy: If the hospital does take an active role,
and appears to sponsor or initiate a program, how
can it avoid the complication of someone feeling
that the hospital has an unusual interest in that
particular plan?
Dr. Lavietes: It is to be remembered, however, that
hospitals and doctors are for patients primarily. We
generally all agree that the policy of medical schools
and hospitals particularly hospitals connected with
medical schools - - has been to prepare doctors prac
tically and psychologically for very highly specialized
care which, by its very nature, defeats any attempt
to develop a general practitioner type of physician.
I don't think that the hospital should favor any group
but should look upon them all as means of answering
the major problems in health care; the health centers
being, in a broad sense, the general practitioner.
Mr. Thompson: The one goal of the Medical Center's
involvement which has not been met has been the edu
cational one. None of the three plans, to my knowledge,
is really functioning as a major teaching environment,
nor are there as yet definitive plans for them to do so,
with the exception, of course of the primary care pro
gram that Dr. Lee is spearheading here in the hospital
itself.
All negotiations for the kinds of back-up services
such as the Hospital provides are open and all options
are available to, each Plan. This also has been the pol
icy of the Medical School with its resources - - they
are available on demand. I think this policy has to be
maintained in any kind of relationship with future
groups.
Dr. Levy: The active thing that the hospital could do
would be to determine how the differences in these
plans affect the level of their medical delivery and to
initiate a procedure to make their shortcomings and
advantages known.
Mr. Womer: What are some of the obstacles, or
challenges that each of you thinks will present them
selves in the next five years in the course of developing
or achieving the goals of the plans we have been
discussing?
Dr. Lavietes: The biggest challenge to the Communi
ty Health Center Plan is to supply what the people
need by means of having a doctor they can call their
own, that he be readily accessible at all hours and
that the care they receive be within reach of their
pocketbooks.
Dr. Harris: I think our major hurdle is financing. As
long as the neighborhood pattern continues to remain
an urban ghetto population, the cost of medical care
for people seeking help at the Hill Health Center will
have to be financed, significantly, by an outside source.
Dr. Rowe: We must also be cognizant of the cost of
the delivery of medical care, and I think this is one
of the factors with which I'm constantly going to be
struggling — to be sure that we maintain our levels
of spending and a reasonable cost factor.
Dr. Lee: My big problem is to get started.
Dr. Bishop: From Yale-New Haven's viewpoint, the
major challenge is to develop what the posture of
the hospital will be in relation to the group practice
concept as it is evolving in this community. I see it
as an extraordinary, sensitive, dynamic effort on the
part of a large number of medical people to respond
to a need which is dramatically and emphatically be
ing presented to them.
Hospitals have become identified as primary
agents in the health care delivery system, and I think
the biggest problem is the position they will assume
in supporting the development of these kinds of ef
forts in a particular community.
Mr. Paris: This hospital should continue to seek every
opportunity to evaluate its role and its position as a
major force in the total area of health care delivery
for this region.
In this regard, we have defined four major areas
of our participation in discussions held within past
months. These are: the hospital being a provider of
direct services; a participant with others in the over-all
effort; a planner; and an innovator. We should con
tinue to evaluate each situation within this framework
and then maintain a forceful and positive role in the
total region.
Mr. Thompson: In addition to major challenges al
ready mentioned, I would add the problem of get
ting a monitoring system set up so that the medical
school will be satisfied with the quality of care being
given in its "affiliated" groups, and with the educa
tional programs to assure the continued involvement
of appropriate physicians.
Mr. Womer: Perhaps we can meet again in five years
with these remarks before us and see what has trans
pired. I, for one, look upon these new plans as part of
an exciting and provocative future wherein the best
potentials of all those who help the sick and injured,
those who train and teach, and those of us who en
deavor to provide back-up services to the other two
groups will be realized for the good of all.
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Dentists and Physicians to the
Outpatient Department . 169
House Staff
Clinical Fellows 159
Interns and Residents . . . 265
Professional Staff (non M.D.) 22
Total Medical Staff 1,426
Less Duplications . 20
Total Medical Staff 1,406
"Full-time Physicians 261
General Practitioners 51
"The numbers given here include physicians
with offices .it the Veter.ins Administration
Hospital and the Connecticut Mental Health
Center who also hold Yale-New Haven Hospital
appointments
James H. Gilbert, president of C. W. Blakeslee and Sons, Inc.,
was elected president of the Hospital's Board of Directors at
the annual meeting held on February 24, 1971. Mr. Gilbert
succeeds Charles H. Costello who held the office for six terms.
Elected to three-year terms were Leo F. Stanley, president of
the New Haven Savings Bank, and Milton P. DeVane, attorney
and partner in the law firm of Tyler, Cooper, Grant, Bowerman
and Keefe.
Further changes in the Board included the appointment of
G. Harold Welch, Jr., as a vice-president, replacing Mr. Gilbert ;
and John Q. Tilson, Jr., who was elected secretary, succeeding
Spencer F. Miller, who completed 19 years as a director.
In presenting a scroll of recognition to Mr. Costello upon the
completion of his term of office, James H. Gilbert, the new
president, said:
"On behalf of the officers of the Board of Directors of
Yale-New Haven Hospital, I wish to express our deep
thanks to you, Charles H. Costello, for the tremendous
contribution you have made during the 19-year period
you served on the Board, and as President the past six
years. During this period your constructive effort and
intelligent leadership have been exemplary.
"
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William T. Newell, Jr.
Herbert Paris














Nicholas M. Greene, M.D.
Building Services










Herbert R. Sleeper, D.D.S.
Dietetics















Miss Patricia A. Tourey
Nursing, Division of
Miss Anna E. Ryle, R.N.
Operating Rooms















Morton M. Kligerman, M.D.
Religious Ministries


























- Mrs. Rose Mikolajzcyk
On May 26, 1971, at its regular meeting, the Hospital
Board of Directors adopted the following resolution
honoring Mrs. Rose Mikolajczyk upon completion of
50 years of service, and presented a oopy to her:
WHEREAS, Mrs. Rose Mikolajczyk has been a loyal
and devoted employee at Yale-New Haven Hospi
tal continuously for fifty years, and
WHEREAS, She has been an inspiration to her fellow
employees in her dedication to her work, and
WHEREAS, She has achieved a milestone in a half
century of employment, therefore be it
RESOL VED, That the Board of Directors recognizes
and acknowledges with sincere appreciation the








Nicholas M. Greene, M.D
Assistant Chiefs
Frederick W. Hehre, M.D






Joseph R. Bove, M.D.
Alexander W. vonGraevenitz, M.D
Department of Medicine
Chief
Philip K. Bondy, M.D
Associate Chief
Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.
Continuing Care
Director




Nathan G. Kase, M.D.
Associate Chief






Charles D. Cook, M.D
Associate Chief
David H. Clement, M.D
Department of Psychiatry
Chief





Morton M. Kligerman, M.D
Department of Surgery
Chief
Jack W. Cole, M.D.
Associate Chief
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth, M.D.
Cardiothoracic Surgery
Section Chief





Hastings K. Wright, M.D,
Associate Section Chief
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth, M.D.
Neurosurgery
Section Chief
William F Collins, Jr., M.D.
Associate Section Chief
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D
Ophthalmology
Section Chief
Marvin L. Sears, M.D
Associate Section Chief
Andrew S. Wong, M.D.
Oral Surgery
Section Chief
Herbert R. Sleeper, D.D.S.
Associate Section Chief
Wilbur D. Johnston, M.D., D.D.S.
Orthopedic Surgery
Associate Section Chief
Ulrich H. Weil, M.D.
Otolaryngology
Section Chief






Thomas J. Krizek, M.D.
Associate Section Chief





John B. Goetsch, M.D.
Medical Board 1971
Chairman
Courtney C. Bishop, M.D.
Vice Chairman
Nicholas M. Greene, M.D.
Secretary
Richard H. Judd
Philip K. Bondy, M.D.
David H. Clement, M.D.
Jack W. Cole, M.D.
Charles D. Cook, M.D.
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
Thomas P. Detre, M.D.
Thomas F. Dolan, Jr., M.D.
Harvey W. Kaetz, M.D.
Nathan G. Kase, M.D.
Morton M. Kligerman, M.D.
Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.
Lewis L. Levy, M.D.
Woodrow W. Lindenmuth, M.D.
Paul E. Molumphy, M.D.
Fredrick C. Redlich, M.D.
David Seligson, M.D.





of the Medical Staff
President
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
Vice President
Lewis L. Levy, M.D.
Secretary
Isao Hirata, Jr., M.D.
Past President
Harvey W. Kaetz, M.D.
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Comparative Statistics
1971 1970
Patients discharged during the y ear 34,006 33,656
Patient days care rendered 261,989 263,878
Average length of patients' stay (days) 7.7 7.8
Average daily patient census 718 723
Clinic visits • 154,628 139,559
Emergency service visits 87,760 79,313
Inhalation therapy treatments 114,338 138,080
Operations 13,817 12,938
Recovery Room cases 11,215 10,879
Deliveries - 5,160 4,915
Diagnostic Radiology examinations . 110,983 108,668
Laboratory examinations 1,199,472 1,237,109
Physical Therapy treatments 22,210 36,429
Electrocardiology examinations 28,866 26,652
Electroencephalography examinations . 2,669 2,669
atistics Discharges Patient Days




Obstetrics 5,163 5,440 17,796 18,852
Psychiatry (Tompkins)
155 131 8,918 9,266
Radiology 100
107 701 833
Medicine 6,839 6,055 66,876 64,606
Surgery:
Cardiothoracic (Cardiovascular and




889 360 13,420 12,848
Ophthalmology 560
586 3,879 4,161
Orthopedic . 1,293 1,307 17,592
16,851
Otorhinolaryngology. 598 636 3,010
3,328
Plastic 506 341 4,984 4,371
Urological 1,523 1,469
13,669 14,100
General 3,717 3,768 40,713 40,891
Total Surgery 9,690 9,507 105,042 102,467
Total -Adults 25,033 24,599 213,950 212,952
CHILDREN
Medical 1,789 1,673 11,874 11,840
Surgical 2,275 2,233 12,106 13,312
Total — Children 4,064 3,906 23,980 25,152
NEWBORN
Normal 4,092 4,287 15,111 15,863
Special Care 817 864 8,948 9,911
Total — Newborn . 4,909 5,151 24,059 25,774
TOTAL -ALL PATIENTS 34,006 33,656 261,989 263,878























































































Family Planning . 1,033 1,153
Gynecology — General 6,232 5,095
Gynecology — Tumor 300 347
Obstetrics 8,986 9,094
Private Referrals . 5,236 5,187
Total
Obstetrics & Gynecology 21,787 20,876
PEDIATRICS
General . 6,380 5,074
Adolescent 1,673 1,580
Allergy . . 863 1,037
Birth Defects . 335 259
Cardiac and Surgical Cardiac 2,947 2,959
Surgical 319 305
Cystic Fibrosis. 503 478
Child Care . 132 107




Evaluation . 119 111
Gastrointestinal 383 398
Genetics - Metabolism . 593 577
Hematology. 1,263 716
Lead Poisoning 372 168
Nephrology 540 463
Neurology 777 590






















Hospital sponsored a "Hidden Bread" contest to em
phasize the monetary value of the fringe benefits em
ployees received over and above their normal salaries.
Three prizes were awarded to those whose guesses
came closest to the actual figure — $2,105.16 per year
Top prize among the hundreds of entrees went to
Josefino Correales, medical technician, for guessing
$2,124.51 . Two runner-up prizes were awarded to
Thomas Saladino, part-time aide in Emergency Ser
vice, and Mrs. Marge Lozowski, division secretary on
5 East.
Hospital President, Charles H. Costello, congratulated
101 teenage volunteers for their summer-long service
to the Hospital at a meeting of family and friends in
Harkness Auditorium. Highlight of the meeting was
a movie film produced by the teenagers themselves to
portray their hospital duties and experiences.
Eight of the 15 graduates of the Hospital's medical
technology course began full-time employment as
members of the Hospital staff.
Forty-eight percent increase in Blue Cross premium
rate was underwritten by the Hospital as an additional
benefit for employees with more than 6-month service
Mrs. Luba Dowling, Department Head for Operating
and Recovery Rooms, and Mrs. Rose Jones, Linen
Service, were honored for 25 years of service.
General salary increases of $10, $12 and $14 weekly
for employees.
November 1970 -
Classes began for employees wishing to earn a High
School Equivalency Diploma through joint sponsor
ship of Yale-New Haven and the Adult Education
Division of the New Haven Board of Education.
Guests at the fall meeting of the Women's Auxiliary
heard four state senators discuss legislative health
matters. Mrs. Robert Adnopoz, Auxiliary President,
reported that a $35,000 Auxiliary pledge for renova
ting Fitkin 1 had been fulfilled. Funds made avail
able through income from the Auxiliary's Carryall
Gift and Coffee Shops also underwrote the salary of a
Spanish-speaking patient relations assistant, a social
worker for the DART Program, and separate draw
ing accounts for clinic, pediatrics, and inpatient
services.
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HIGHLIGHTSOF THE YEAR
December 1970 -
United Fund campaign concluded with 1,401 Hospital
employees contributing nearly S22,500.
Thirteen students who graduated from the joint Yale
New Haven-Quinnipiac College Radiologic Technology
program received certificates in ceremonies at Harkness
Auditorium.
Pension plan benefits were greatly increased to provide
improved benefits and to cover more employees.




In a move to reduce individual laundry costs, five area
hospitals, Yale-New Haven Hospital, The Hospital of
St. Raphael, Milford Hospital, St. Vincent's and Park
City Hospitals of Bridgeport, completed plans for a co
operative regional laundry to be located on the Boston
Post Road in Milford. Cost of renovating an existing
building is estimated at $4,300,000. Completion is
anticipated by the spring of 1972.
Service Awards reception honored 150 employees who
have given full-time service to the Hospital for periods
extending from five to 20 years.
The Hospital Pharmacy increased its hours of operation
from 14 to 24 hours, seven days a week.
The Hospital's minimum wage was increased to $2.50
per hour.
Hospital employees became covered by State Unem
ployment Compensation Insurance. Cost of the cover
age is borne by the Hospital.
February 1971 -
25-year awards were given to Miss Marian Kane, Mem
orial Unit Admitting, and Gus Maffeo, Medical Records.
The traditional "topping-off" ceremony was observed
atop the Memorial Unit when the last structural steel
beam was put in place on the 2-story addition to the
building.
Mrs. Nellie Howard was honored at a special reception
marking her retirement after 19 years in the payroll
department.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
March 1971 -
Emergency Service renovation undertaken to refurb
ish medical areas to include a major medical room, re
locate the psychiatric area and orthopedic suite with
installation of x-ray equipment. Also included were
plans for new flooring for the main corridor and other
areas, construction of a utility room, relocation of
the coordinator's office, and extension of the waiting
area with triage capability. Service continued at full
capacity during renovation activities.
Twelve members of the Hospital's Fire Brigade attend
ed a special instructional drill session at the New Haven
Fire Training School.
Mrs. Vera Perry received a 25-year service pin at a




More than 200 students and science teachers from
public, private and parochial schools attended a Health
Careers Day sponsored at Yale-New Haven by the
Heart Association of Greater New Haven.
Additional employee insurance benefits went into ef
fect April I covering long-term disability for employees
with three years of continuous full-time service. Eli
gible employees will receive up to 60% of their basic
salary during long periods of injury or illness. Entire
cost of the program, together with a 20% increase in
CMS premium rates, is underwritten by the Hospital.
178 Yale undergraduate students were honored for
their volunteer work at the Hospital during a special
ceremony at Harkness auditorium.
The Quarter Century Club Dinner on April 21 honored
104 Hospital employees who had served the Hospital
for 25 years or more. Earlier, individual awards were
given to Merrill Gardner for completing 25 years of
service in Engineering, and James DiBuono for serving
the same length of time in Pharmacy.
At the annual meeting of the Women's Auxiliary on
April 15, it was voted to drop the word "Women's"
from the organization's name, designating it as the
Auxiliary of Yale-New Haven Hospital and making
membership open to men.
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D., was elected President
of
the Medical Staff; Lewis L. Levy, M.D., Vice Presi
dent; and Isao Hirata, Jr., M.D., Secretary.




Mrs. Ellen O'Connor retired after 25 years as reception
ist at Sterling Dormitory.
Local 1 199, National Union of Hospital and Nursing
Home Employees, withdrew its petition filed in March,
1971
, requesting that it be certified as the bargaining
agent of employees in the Department of Dietetics.
June 1971 -
Twenty-three graduates received their diplomas from
Grace-New Haven School of Nursing.
Mrs. Angelina Bango was honored for her 40 years of
service in obstetrical nursing.
More than 1 ,800 Hospital employees and their families




General salary increases of $8, $10, and $12 per week
were announced for Hospital employees.
Sixty-two employees representing 16 departments were
awarded certification upon completing a 10-session
Supervisory Management Course.
House staff stipends were raised 10% to $9,350 for in
terns, to $12,650 for fifth year senior or chief residents.
August 1971 -
The August 6th blood drive resulted in collecting 222
pints, the largest number ever contributed in a mid-sum
mer drive at Yale-New Haven.
Yale-New Haven entered into an agreement with the VA
Hospital in West Haven by which patients with early and
acute symptoms of stroke may be admitted for intensive
care to a Stroke Unit located in the VA Hospital.
Wage increases announced in July to be delayed because
of Nixon Administration's wage-price freeze.
September 1971 -
Tompkins V reopened after a summertime renovation
and refurbishing.
G. Harold Welch, Jr., chairman of the Hospital Board's
Committee for Development and Public Relations,
reported that the Hospital, thus far, had received more
than 365,000 in gifts in the current annual campaign.
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GROSS REVENUE FROM SERVICES TO PATIENTS:
Room, board and nursing ... . . $20,602,215
Special services
—
inpatients . . 16,092,411
Clinic patients . ... 2,376,513
Emergency room patients .... . . 2,102,332








DEDUCTIONS FROM GROSS REVENUE:
Contractual and other allowances i . .
Provision for uncollectible accounts . .
Total . . ...
NET REVENUES FROM SERVICES TO PATIENTS
















Supplies and other expenses
Depreciation . . . .
Total . . . . . .
Less — Recovery of expenses from grants,
tuition, sale of services, etc.
NET OPERATING EXPENSES












NON - OPERATING REVENUES:
Free bed funds, Endowment income
and Other





EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSES $ 732,540 $ 1,546,480
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Accounts receivable net (Note A)
Inventories
Other assets
Due from Temporary Funds













Total - General Funds
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS
$10,993,466 $11,492,358
Cash
Investments at cost — (Note C)
Land, buildings and equipment
Winchester Annex















Due from Endowment Funds















Due from Temporary Funds
Land, building and equipment
- net (Note D)
Construction in progress: (NoteD)
Leased assets
Other
Escrow funds for long-term lease (Note D)
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Accounts payable. $ 1,602,097
Accrued expenses. 371,844
Deferred income 155,845
Medicare advance . 505,000
Connecticut Blue Cross advance -0-
Reserve for Medicare and other programs (Note A) . 495,766
Due to Endowment and special funds . 6,129
Deferred Medicare reimbursement (Note A) 587,200
Special funds . 486,996
General Fund capital. 6,782,589
Contingent liability (Note B)
Total — General Funds
ENDOWMENT AND SPECIAL FUNDS
Due to Temporary Funds .
Principal of Funds: (NoteC)
Free Bed . .























Due to Plant Funds
Principal of Funds







Total — Temporary Fund $ 796,714 $ 3,017,867
PLANT FUND
Accounts payable.
Due to General Fund
Mortgages payable (Note D)
CHEFA — bond anticipation notes (Note D)
—
long term lease obligation (Note D)
Reserve for Plant Improvement and Expansion













Total - Plant Fund
Gross Total - All Funds
Less, Inter-fund accounts
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See Notes to Financial Statement on next page
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YALE -NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL, INC. September 30, 1971
Note A Third Party Reimbursement Agencies, Deferred Medicare Reimbursement and Prior Period Adjustment
Provision has been made in the accounts of the General Fund for estimated adjustments that may result from final settlement
of reimbursable amounts as may be required on completion of related cost finding reports for the year ended September 30, 197 1 ,
under terms of contracts with the Social Security Administration (Medicare), and Connecticut Blue Cross, Incorporated.
Deferred Medicare reimbursement arises from the additional reimbursement from the program under the election to compute
depreciation on an accelerated method which is in excess of the amounts of depreciation recorded for financial reporting purposes.
At September 30, 1971, Deferred Medicare reimbursement amounted to S587.200, of which $471 ,200 is for the prior years and
has been charged to the General Fund balance retroactively.
In addition, the General Fund balance at October 1, 1970 has been restated to include, retroactively, a deduction from revenues
of S34.743, determined to be due Connecticut Blue Cross, Incorporated during the year ended September 30, 1971, representing
a cost reimbursement adjustment for the year ended September 30, 1970, which was based on the cost finding report filed for
that year.
Note B - Contingent Liability
—
Hospital Cooperative Services, Inc.
The Hospital and four other area hospitals have established a central laundry facility to serve their laundry needs. To accomplish
this objective, the five hospitals have organized a non-profit charitable corporation. In connection with the organization of this
corporation, the five hospitals have jointly and severally guaranteed notes payable to banks by Hospital Cooperative Services, Inc.
to a maximum of $4,300,000, of which $2,1 75,000 was outstanding at September 30, 1971.
Note C - Restatement of Endowment and Special Funds
In prior years the Hospital stated marketable securities at market value, by recording unrealized appreciation on pooled investments.
The Endowment and Special Funds balances at October 1 , 1970 have been restated from amounts previously reported to exclude
the cumulative unrealized appreciation on pooled investments.
Marketable securities included in the Endowment and Special Funds are carried substantially at cost, except that marketable
securities received as a donation are recorded at fair market value at the date of donation.
Note D - State of Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities Authority and Other Mortgage Notes Payable
The Hospital entered into an agreement and leased dated August 16, 1971 with the State of Connecticut Health and Educational
Facilities Authority for construction of additional facilities and conveyed title of the property to the Authority. To finance this
construction, the Authority sold $9,250,000 of revenue bonds, which will mature serially from 1974 through 2003 with interest
at a net average annual cost of approximately 5.563%. Part of the proceeds will be applied to the retirement of the bond antici
pation notes of $6,500,000.
Annual rentals and other payments by the Hospital to the Authority are based on interest costs and principal repayments on the
bonds, amounts required to establish and maintain reserve funds required under the agreement and lease, and an annual fee and
certain expenses of the Authority. Future annual rentals and other payments are expected to range from approximately
$890,000 in 1974 to approximately $450,000 in 1995, when the funds in the hands of the trustee are expected to be sufficient
to repay the remaining outstanding bonds. The Hospital will take title to the property when the bonds are redeemed. In
addition to the rental and other payments, the Hospital under the terms of the agreement with the Authority will pay costs of
insuring the property and of operation and maintenance.
The Hospital is required under the agreement to establish and maintain a rental pledge fund beginning July 1 , 1972, to which
monthly payments are to be made thereto generally equivalent to one-twelfth of certain other required payments. Rental
payments to the Authority are payable from the rental pledge fund, or, if such fund is insufficient, from the general funds of the
Hospital.
In accounting for this long-term lease agreement, the Hospital's obligation thereunder is recorded in the plant fund at the
aggregate amount ($9,250,000) of rentals to be paid by the Hospital in respect of the Authority's liability for bond principal.
In connection with the loan, Yale University has issued a guaranty agreement to the Authority not to exceed $9,250,000. In
addition, the Hospital has issued two mortgages to Yale for this guaranty. The mortgages are subordinate to an existing mortgage.
In addition, the Hospital has the following mortgage notes payable outstanding:
4Vi% Mortgage note payable in monthly installments
of $1,265, including interest, to April, 1978 $ 84,487
6% Mortgage note payable in quarterly installments
of $38,750, including interest, with a final payment
of $455,584 due on November 1 , 1 972 596,594
TOTAL $681,081
Substantially all property, plant and equipment are pledged as collateral.
Note E - Pension Plan
The Hospital's pension plan covers substantially all employees. Pension expense for the year amounted to $444,000 which
includes amortization of prior service cost over a 40 year period. The Hospital's policy is to fund pension cost accrued. The
actuarially computed value of vested benefits as of September 30, 1971 , exceeded the total of the pension fund and the balance-
sheet accrual by $6,400. Changes during the year in actuarial assumptions used in computing pension cost had no material
effect on net income for the year.
FORM OF BEQUEST
I give, devise, and bequeath to the Yale-New Haven
Hospital, in the City of New Haven, a charitable
institution organized under the laws of the State of
Connecticut, the sum of
$
Prepared by the Office of
Information and Development
1096 CB -436-4700
Donald R. Kleinberg, Director
Mrs. Roby Raymond, Director of Publications
Mrs. Carol Doria, IBM Composer
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